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Storeton Magnolia
Kay Parrott
From the editor: Welcome to what I sincerely hope is the final “lockdown” issue
of Kaleidoscope. It’s now more than twelve months since the sudden shutdown of
all 3Ls’ classes and activities, although since January several online classes have
successfully taken place - when we managed to work out which button to press.
Most of us will now have been vaccinated at least once, and if the wider opening
of society goes to plan (no more false dawns please!) by September we should be
able meet again face to face back in the Civic Centre. Meanwhile I hope you find
plenty to interest or amuse in this latest selection of stories, poems, photos, art
works, history notes, and quizzes. Thanks to everyone who contributed.
Tim Parrott
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IN COMMEMORATION OF CAPTAIN SIR TOM MOORE 1921- 2021
Valiant Soldier
Bold Campaigner
Jungle Mission
Garden Quest
Conflict
Peacetime
Army Leader
Warrior of the NHS
Aims & sum of goal exceeded.
Acclamation far & wide.
A century's heights you scaled, transcended,
Attended by a humble pride.
Then special days of accolation;
Guard of honour, epic flight.
Tributes eclipsing expectation;
Royal dub for gallant knight.
Now life's long journey at completion.
No more strain at trial or test.
At peace from earthly tribulation.
A hero's crown: a tranquil rest.
So spirit brave, our fond remembrance,
In our hearts your words will stay.
As we walk, in hope, together,
"Tomorrow will be a good day".
Anthea Robertson
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From the Trustees
The Trustees along with our manager David Bickford are meeting regularly (via
Zoom) to discuss future strategy. However at present it is very difficult to make firm
decisions about starting classes and events again until we have clear information from
Wirral Council about which rooms in the Civic centre will be available to us when and
at what cost. In addition limits on numbers in classrooms or other restrictions may be
imposed. It is likely however that we will have to increase membership and course
fees to ensure the future of Wirral 3Ls.
We are pleased to welcome Carol Hart as our new Treasurer. Carol is a qualified
accountant and her previous wide experience of charity finances will be invaluable at
this difficult time for our organisation.
We would like to remind members who have yet to claim refunds from courses
cancelled last year to contact our Finance Administrator Lesley by email at
lesley@wirral3Ls.co.uk. She will then contact you to refund your card.
Donations:Several members have very kindly declined refunds and asked us to
accept them as donations which has been most helpful. The organisation has had a
very difficult 18 months, with no income but still expenses to pay out, so any financial
support in this way will help secure a stronger financial future. If you wish your
refund to be treated as a donation to 3Ls, you still need to email Lesley to confirm
this, in order for us to properly enter it into our accounts.
Tim Parrott
**************************************************************************************
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Enjoying Music in Lockdown , by Sue Elston
Everything changed in March 2020.
Enjoying Music class ended as the
Lockdown began. Our ability to meet,
chat over coffee and discuss Music with
like-minded people, stopped.
I didn’t think it would happen but clung
on by keeping in touch with other class
members via email, What’s App and
Messenger throughout in the hope of
meeting up again. They have been an
inspiration in different ways.
10 months later and we emerged into a
new form of Enjoying Music
class thanks to the hard work
of Rod Tann and his sound
engineer son, Chris. They have
worked tirelessly to bring 5
weeks and a further 5 weeks
to look forward to, of
knowledge and enjoyment of
Music. They use alternative
apps to Zoom called JITSI and
You Tube, which work well for
our needs.

Rod had put together a brilliant 5 week
programme and the advantage this time
round was that we got to keep a file with
the Music we’ve heard, on our
computer/devices. Teething troubles from
Rod’s end were soon ironed out, but we
aren’t all ‘tech savvy’ and occasional
glitches happen. I had a sign that said ‘I
can’t hear you’ and ‘I can’t see you’ so
was prepared for both eventualities!
It was a significant birthday at the end of
February and even in Lockdown, my Music
class buddies wished me well, when we
heard Malcolm Arnold’s
composition for Sir William
Walton’s 70th birthday. How
special is that? I also received a
home made chocolate and
strawberry cake. Felt really
spoilt.
3Ls is not just a class it is a
support group of like-minded
people.
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Surrealists Jigsaw - Pat Graves
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Photographers’ Gallery - Part 1

Dee Moon Fever - Alan Rowlands

Deva Nights - Alan Rowlands
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Haiku Collage - Judith Railton

Triptych Haiku
Tide retreats; strandline
reveals its scoured treasure.
Sea glass calms and heals.
Tortoiseshell patterns
formed in the stone-dotted sand
re-drawn with each day.
A place for artists
and poets, dreamers and dogs,
birds and battered boats.
Edna Crosby
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A cactus saga….by Ann Hinde
On 12th July 1970, on my way to Stonehenge, (you could go in/on
it then), I purchased myself a baby double cactus display. They
measured no more than 3” all round. No mattered how I
pampered or nurtured them, they at no point changed their state
for about 10 years. Then one very slowly grew in very small steps.
After 50 years this one achieved over 4” in height but the other
remained the same 3”.
Then surprise, surprise. On the morning of 1st June 2020, I
discovered several small buds had appeared on the smaller one.
These became white/pale pink flowers. It actually flowers! I was
delighted, my spirits were lifted. This had given me new faith in
nature. I straightway went to the garden centre and purchased
a triple baby cactus display and set both displays side by side,
secretly hoping my first display would show the second how it
was done.
What a mistake that was! By October, the second had grown so much it was necessary to
plant it on, using a much bigger pot I may say. By December, it had produced a 4th baby
cactus. By the end of the month it was as round as the mother plants at the time of
purchase. Then in February, to my greater surprise, the three
mother plants began to develop buds, which in turn became
lovely small pink flowers. Such a delight to see. But that came
with dismay. The cacti had grown so much, they now needed
potting on again!! 7inches growth in as many months!! I’ve
christened it Mr Ugly. By 2022 it could well outgrow not just the
pot, but my house as well!! HELP….
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

West Kirby Sunset - Charles Keenan
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Creative Craft

Patchwork Bags - Elanor Harris

Decoupage Terracotta Pots - Moira Spathias
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Pointing To A Birdie
Wirral has made a significant
contribution to the sporting
history of the nation. It was a
member of a Wirral golf club
who designed the method of
scoring in golf competitions
which is now used all over the
world.

it is then not possible to score
any points on that hole. They
can then resume play on the
next hole. Because of this, it is
still possible to be competitive
even allowing for a few bad
holes. At the end of the round,
the number of points scored on
each hole is totalled to give a
final score. The winner of a
Stableford competition is the
Dr Frank Stableford player with the highest points..

That member was Dr. Frank
Stableford. He was born in the
Midlands in 1870 and trained as
Wallasey Golf Club
a doctor at the Birmingham
Medical School and St. Thomas’ Hospital, Points
Strokes Taken In Relation to Par
London. While in Birmingham he began to
+8
Double Eagle = 3 strokes
show his interest in golf by designing a
under par
golf course which eventually became the
+5
Eagle = 2 stokes under par
Robin Hood Golf Club.
+2
Birdie = 1 stroke under par
0
Par
During the Boer War he served as a
-1
Bogey = 1 stroke over par
surgeon in the Royal Army Medical Corps,
-3
Double Bogey = 2 strokes
South Africa. On his return he proved
(or more) over par
himself an excellent golfer again by
winning championships in Wales.
When the system was first presented to
the golf club it thought to be too
Pursuing his medical career, he came to
complicated, but was finally accepted in
Wirral and joined Wallasey Golf Club.
1932. He was made Captain of Wallasey
During the First World War he served with Golf Club in 1933 and later a life member.
the RAMC again, holding the rank of
Major. After 1918, Dr. Stableford returned He was also a keen snooker player and as
to Wallasey.
he grew older spent more time at the
snooker table than on the golf course.
It was while he was playing golf in
Sadly, as he aged, he began to go blind.
Wallasey that he devised his scoring
He could not bear the thought of not
system to encourage golfers in a
being able to play either of his favourite
competition to carry on playing rather
games and in April 1959, aged 88, he was
than having to give up the play. The
found dead in his study after having shot
system is based on points awarded at
himself.
each hole, the amount being determined
based on comparison of the number of
Ten years later “The Stableford” annual
strokes taken to a fixed score, usually par open amateur golf competition was
(i.e. the number of play strokes it would
introduced as a permanent reminder of
normally take a proficient golfer to put
the man and his famous scoring system.
the ball in the hole from tee-off: this will
vary from course to course). This fixed
A portrait of Dr. Stableford by J A A Berrie
score is normally adjusted in relation to
hangs in the clubhouse of Wallasey Golf
the player’s handicap. Once a player has Club.
taken two strokes more than the adjusted
fixed score, they may pick up their ball as John Lee
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Photographers’ Gallery - Part 2

Spring in Wirral - Ken Davies
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Birkenhead – an early town planning scheme
At the beginning of the 19th century Birkenhead was a small hamlet built around the ruins of a
Benedictine priory on the western shore of the River Mersey. Its most important feature was a
ferry service to Liverpool. By 1911 the population had reached 130,794 – appreciably more than
today and Birkenhead was a major centre of the shipbuilding industry.
This change began with the introduction of a reliable steam ferry-boat service in 1817 which
brought Birkenhead within ‘commuting distance’ of Liverpool. Among the new residents to arrive
in Birkenhead in the 1820s was a Scotsman by the name of William Laird and in 1824 he
established a ship-building yard and boiler works. He employed the Edinburgh architect James
Gillespie Graham, to prepare what would today be called a town planning scheme. This consisted
of a rectangular area of broad straight streets, forming a gridiron pattern, today’s Cleveland
Street, Price Street, Beckwith Street and Conway Street. These were crossed by a succession of
shorter streets – Duke Street, Livingstone Street and so on. The original intention was for these
streets to be lined with stone-faced buildings of high architectural quality, but in the event only
Gillespie Graham’s plan for Hamilton Square and some nearby buildings conformed to this
standard. The houses of Hamilton Square (essentially an Edinburgh New Town square
transplanted to England) were built in 1843-46.

Map of 1844 showing planned gridiron. Hamilton Square is on the left and a small corner of
Birkenhead Park is shown in the top right hand corner.(Liverpool Record Office)

In the 1840s a large labouring population came to the growing town attracted by work in the
shipyards and docks. As a result, the new roads of the gridiron became lined with rows of small
terrace houses and the spaces between the main streets, intended to be large private gardens,
were subdivided and filled in with numerous little side-roads and back entries. As might be
expected the majority of these residents’ occupations were linked with the docks and shipbuilding,
and in 1901 these included those working, for example, as ships’ riveters, joiners, dock gatemen
or simply dock labourers. Others were employed on the railways in various capacities, although
these may have included railways in the docks. Just a handful of those in employment were
female, suggesting that job opportunities for women were limited.
Despite Gillespie Graham’s grand plans the scheme was never completed and maps as late as
the 1930s show areas which had never been built.
Kay Parrott
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A wartime childhood in Wales, by Mike Lumby
I was born in Flint, seven weeks before the start
of WWII, and one month after my sixth birthday,
the war came to an end. So I was too young to
remember a whole lot about what happened in
those years. Some of the things I do remember
though, include, standing by the front door of
our house with my parents, and watching the
searchlights criss-crossing the night sky over
Liverpool; going to New Brighton, and being
fascinated by the huge silver-coloured barrage
balloons, hanging in the sky to
protect the city from enemy
aircraft.

pages of The Daily Mirror, spread out across the
metal top.
Our choice of food was limited, because, during
the war, it was rationed. Each family was given
ration books with coupons that were given to the
shopkeepers when buying their goods. The
amount of food we were allowed was very
small, so you had to improvise; a rabbit from the
farmer would make a good stew, cockles or
mackerel from the local fishing family,
mushrooms from the fields, a
chicken that you had to
prepare by plucking off the
feathers and cleaning out the
giblets, were all ways that you
could supplement your food
rations.

Liverpool docks were a major
target for Hitler’s bombers, but
Flint was just far enough away
from the city to not be directly
affected by the war, although
The shops sold dried egg,
a stray bomb did explode in a
which was a carton of yellow
field close to Flint cemetery,
powder that, when mixed with
on one occasion. My mother
water, could be used to make
told me that, when I was a
A utility radio
an omelette. The local farmer
toddler, she was standing in
came down the street every morning, with his
the garden, holding me on her arm, when an
horse and cart, with three large metal churns
aircraft flew overhead. I started waving excitedly containing milk, fresh from the cows.
and shouting “Hooray! Hooray!”. Unknown to
Housewives came out with their jugs and the
me, it was a German aircraft returning from
farmer would dip a ladle into a churn and fill the
patrol.
jugs with milk.
Like everyone else in our street, we were very
poor. Our house had no central heating, no
electricity, no hot water, no bathroom, and our
lavatory was outside. Our only entertainment
came from the wireless. This was a wooden box
which housed a loudspeaker and a dial. There
were only three English language stations, The
BBC Home Service, The Light Programme, and
The Third Programme. The wireless was
powered by two large, heavy, glass batteries
which, when they went flat, were taken to a
radio shop, and for a fee, were exchanged for
fully charged replacements.

In school, we wrote in notebooks using pens
that were just wooden sticks with a scratchy nib
attached. The ink was in an inkwell that sat in a
round hole in the desk . If you put too much ink
on the pen when you dipped it in the inkwell,
you were likely to get an unsightly blot on your
page.

When the war ended, I remember being in our
street playing with some other kids, when a girl
came out of her house and announced that the
war was over. Everyone was jumping around
excitedly, but I didn’t know why, I was too young
to know what it meant. Some time later, the
A gas light hung from the ceiling in each
parents organised a street party to celebrate the
downstairs room, but upstairs, you had to use a war’s end. Tables were placed end to end in the
candle. Our “dining table” was a small air raid
street, chairs were borrowed from homes, and
shelter. Four iron girders for legs and a flat steel everyone contributed with sandwiches, jelly,
sheet across the top. If there was an air raid, we blancmange, trifle, tinned peaches, custard, and
were supposed to crawl under the heavy metal cakes, The whole community came together for
table, to protect us from falling masonry. We
the venture, it was the end of six years of strife
didn’t have a table cloth, instead, we used
and everyone was happy.
Editor’s note : Mike wrote these reminiscences (which I have edited slightly) for his grandson’s school
project.
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Photographers’ Gallery - Part 3

Lady Lever Gallery - Paul Fairfield

From Robin
Jones’ Covid
Portfolio
Photo of Robin
by Alan Timms
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The Promises We Made, by Beryl Jones
“Cross your heart and hope to die. Break this promise and I’ll spit in your eye”. Lyn
smiled as the old childhood rhyme popped into her mind. Of late she had been thinking a
lot about promises. Why we make them. When we make them, and how much or how
little they mean. She put a lot of faith into a promise and as far as she was aware had
never deliberately broken any.
Unfortunately life had taught her that not everyone felt the same. Not every promise
made was meant to be kept. “I’ll ring next week, I promise” How often had she heard
that and then silence, the weeks stretching into months until Lyn knew that if she didn’t
make contact friendships would be reduced to a scribbled line on a Christmas card.
Then there were the tradesmen “Yes love, the plumber, builder, roofer, etc. will definitely
be there first thing Tuesday without fail, I promise.” Naturally they didn’t turn up. Shops
who promised delivery on specific days at specific times and then couldn’t trace the order
because in the meantime Tracy/Sharon had left. The Gas Board men who having
eventually turned up, three days late, found they didn’t have the right part and left
promising to return “shortly” careful not to say at what time of year “shortly” appeared.
She was well aware that promises such as these were just words used as a stop-gap to
reassure people on the receiving end and weren’t meant to be kept.
But some promises should not be taken lightly such as the vows she and Derek took on
their wedding day. Lyn thought about them as she stirred the soup bubbling gently on
the stove. To love, honour (she’d dispensed with obey), for richer, for poorer, in sickness
and in health, til death us do part.
Derek swore he still loved her, and perhaps he did but as for honour! Lyn didn’t think he
could honour her if he was constantly having affairs. He said he couldn’t help it, “it was a
man thing” but that didn’t mean he didn’t honour her. Lyn’s idea of love and honour
compared to Derek’s were obviously poles apart. To Lyn’s way of thinking Derek had also
broken his vow regarding “richer or poorer.” If he was spending time and money on
other women then Lyn was the poorer in both instances. When Lyn had been ill with
pneumonia Derek had called her mother saying he was no good in a sick room. So he
didn’t even merit a star for the in sickness vow. Taken altogether Derek wasn’t much of
an advert for keeping promises.
Lyn knew she hadn’t broken any of hers. She still loved Derek, not with the blind passion
she’d once had, but she must love him a little otherwise she wouldn’t have been able to
forgive him each time he’d strayed. She still honoured him. She hadn’t had affairs or one
night stands. And whose money was it that helped save his business when he’d hit a bad
patch? When sickness came along, such as now, there was no hesitation on her part
about taking leave of absence from the hospital to care for him.
Hence the home made soup, the enticing aroma from which was gradually permeating
the kitchen. Stirring the soup Lyn smiled as she sprinkled in some herbs mixed with a
liberal dose of arsenic, murmuring as she did so “Til death us do part.”
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Quiz master Andy Green presents
An Optimistic Quiz

1.

“Present --------” is the name of which play by Noël Coward?

2.

Who sang "Happy Birthday, Mr. President" on May 19, 1962,for
President John F. Kennedy at a celebration of his 45th birthday?

3.

Henry Winkler and Ron Howard starred in which American
sitcom of the 70’s and 80’s?

4.

What French phrase describes an appetiser, usually
provided free of charge by a restaurant?

5.

Where has Happy Valley has been a racecourse for 175
years?
6.

According to the Beach Boys in 1964:- “She’ll
have … ... …‘ Til her daddy takes
the T-bird away”

7.

"I Whistle a Happy Tune" is a show tune from which Rogers and
Hammerstein musical?

8.

Which British crime drama TV series starred Sarah
Lancashire as Sergeant Catherine Cawood?

9.

Laughing Jackass is an alternative name for which
Australian bird?

10.

Charles Penrose sang which music hall song – a staple of
Children’s Favourites?

Bonus Question (from editor’s wife): Where in Wirral was the Happy Valley?

Answers

1. Laughter; 2. Marilyn Monroe; 3. Happy Days; 4. Amuse-bouche; 5. Hong Kong; 6. Fun,
fun, fun; 7. The King and I; 8. Happy Valley; 9. Kookaburra; 10. The Laughing Policeman
Bonus: Former name of Borough Road in Birkenhead
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'RE LOCKDOWN BLUES'
(Or On Not Getting A Grip!)
I think I've got 'Re Lockdown Blues',
Though home confined & free to choose
My day - can rise at six or nine,
And go to bed at any time!
I start to plan & then I stall,
Stare out of window, hit brick wall.
Bulbs stay unchivvied, likewise weeds,
Plot's left undug; can't find those seeds.
Inside there's dusting, sweeping floor.
(But am I bothered - what a chore!).
Whole weeks are lost, eyes glued to 'box',
Consuming Netflix, gorging chocs.
Meanwhile deliveries stay unpacked.
I know I'll have to alter tack....
I sigh at new books on the shelf,
But surely reading's good for 'health'!
Then stuff in 'quarantine' trips me up.
And oops .... that empty coffee cup.
Like status quo, all stays the same,
I guess I'd better raise my game...
Eureka! Sorted! Brew some tea!
Reflect that I am conscience free.
A break's been earned - I'm sitting pretty,
Cos 'job's been done' - I've 'penned this ditty!
Anthea Robertson
February 2021
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